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Renewing 

Your 

First Love

Objectives
What is renewal?

How does it look in 
relationship to Christ?

How does it look in our 
marriage?

What does this 
practically look like?

Renewal

Definition: 

--to begin or take up again, 

as an acquaintance, a 

conversation, etc.

--to make effective for an 

additional period.

--to restore or replenish.

Renewal With 

Christ

First love of Christ

What renewal means 
today.

First emotions for 

Love of Christ

Emotions for 

Renewal in Christ

Reflection
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Emotions of First 

Love of Christ
Emotions of Renewal in Christ

Relieved Live in a new way

Excited Constant renewal

Peaceful Regeneration

Trusting Ongoing

A little nervous Battle with sin nature & self

Peace but self-focused Takes time, not instant, not 1-time, looks different for all of us 

(uniquely created)

Thankfulness Removal of dependence, more than God

Gratitude Opens our eyes to new confidence in Him.

Peace Transforming (Rom. 12:2)

Security Confessing lies – using scriptures

joy Return to those 1st feelings

Thankfulness Learn something new or didn’t realize

Relieved Deep relationship grows with time

Anxiousness “Choosing better”

Lightness Mercies new every AM

Freedom Opportunity

Peace Intentional (taking time) to refocus my eyes off self

Closeness

Renovating

Renewal  In 

Marriage First emotions for 
spouse.

What does that look 
like today.

Marriage 

Renewal 

Triangle

COMMITMENT 

Christ-like, self-sacrificial love (Agape)

EMOTIONAL 

INTIMACY

Affection (Storge) + 

Friendship (Phileo)

PASSION

Romantic & Sexual 

love encompassing 

heart, soul, mind, 

and body (Eros)

Marriage Renewal Triangle

Three aspects of love in a healthy marriage:

• Commitment

• Emotional intimacy 

• Passion

All three aspects are interrelated in marriage:

• Deepening your love requires addressing all areas.

• Each aspect of love builds on the other.

• Marriage can be in danger if a couple’s decision to 

marry (or stay married) is based on a shallow concept 

or ‘feeling’ of love.

Renewal

ME

God

SPOUSE

towards

The Reality

"Our marriages become safer, happier, and more 

secure when we stop expecting our spouses to be 

God, and look to God to do what only HE can do."

--A. Wedgeworth, Held

"Holiness, according to the Bible, is often 

demonstrated by how patient we are with the lack of 

holiness in others." 

--G. Thomas, Cherish
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What Does This Practically 

Look Like?

Describe a time when renewal in your marriage was needed. 

How did you know? Compare thoughts with your spouse.

When have you most felt renewed in your marriage? What 

would your spouse say?

What time of day is a good time to connect? 

When is NOT a good time of day to connect?

What renews yourself in your marriage? Contrast these 

emotions to renewal emotions with Christ.


